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All Bosch dishwashers use the condensation drying process. Instead of using the heating element at the bottom of the dishwasher, the condensation of drying includes a number of dishwashing elements that work together to effectively dry the dishes. Drying condensation is more hygienic and energy efficient than drying
with a heating element. Also, because Bosch dishwashers don't use a heating element, your plastics are safe in the bottom rack. Here's how it works: The final rinse uses high-temperature water to make dishes very hot. The stainless steel dishwasher bath is cooled faster than your dishes because stainless steel cools
faster than glass and porcelain. Condensation occurs when the moist air in the dishwasher comes into contact with a cool stainless steel bath, and turns into water droplets. These drops of water seep to the bottom of dishwashers and drain. For additional drying assistance, choose THE SANITIZE or EXTRA DRY.
Selected models have the Extra Dry option, which adds extra heat to the final rinse to enhance drying results. The Sanitize option on some models increases the time and temperature of the final rinse to eliminate up to 99.9% of bacteria, and increases drying results. 1 2 Table Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 x2 2 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 Bosch 800 Series Dishwasher 24'' Stainless Steel SGE68X55UC - Use the guide - Use the PDF guide to download or read online. Instructions for the operation of the Dishwasher Lave-vaiselle SGE68X55UC Using special salt dishwasher As only a low salt indicator lights up on
digital display 3, salt should be topped. Always replenish with special salt just before turning on the device. This ensures that the overspending of a special salt solution is immediately washed out and does not corrode the rinse tubNOTICEDetergent will destroy the water softening system! Never pour detergent into the
salt dispenser. Top the salt as follows:1. Remove the screw plug on the 27.2 dispenser. Fill the dispenser with water (only if the device is switched on for the first time).3. Add salt as shown in the illustration (don't use table salt, salt tablets or salt to use with softening water in the whole home). The water shifts and ends.
For more information on buying salt dishwasher, please contact customer service 1-800-944-2904.Using salt detergent componentcomponentIf combined detergents with salt component used, special salt can usually be lowered to water hardness 21 dH (37 fH, 26 Clark, 3.7ol / L). If the hardness of the water is more than
21 dH, salt be used. Turning off the low-salt indicator/water softening systemf t eni ng syst emIf the use of combined detergents with the salt component degrades the low salt indicator on digital display 3, the indicator of low salt can be turned off. Continue as described in the installation of the water mitigation system and
and Value for : Water softening system and salt replenishment indicator are now disabled. Rinse AidAi d To achieve proper drying, always use liquid rinse relief, even if the detergent contains rinse relief or drying supplements. Note: The dishwasher indicates low rinse assistance by turning on the rinse Aid indicator. If this
indicator lights up, you need to replenish the dispenser for rinse 31, following the instructions below. Adding rinse aidNOTICE To avoid excessive clogging or clogging, don't overflow the rinse of the newest Added: Miele uncertain ranges Miele indefinite ranges Whirlpool's indefinite refrigeration fagor indefinite
refrigeration swirl undefined fridge Jess August 23, 2015. Also, you may be wondering why your new Bosch dishwasher isn't drying dishes. If that explains your situation, I'm here to assure you that you're not the only one. When we first got our Bosch Ascenta dishwasher, we were terrified that our dishwasher was being
torn open and it had to be either trained or returned. That was until we did some research and read about using Bosch condensation drying in dishwashers. There are a few things you can do to help those dishes that don't dry out. Follow these dry food tips in Bosch: Bosch Dishwasher Not Drying Dishes? Try these tips:
Always run hot water in the kitchen sink before starting the dishwasher. Keep working until the water sink is hot! Using a rinse tool is MANDATORY, which is why! (Bosch specifically recommends finishing the Jet-Dry Turbo dry drying agent for dry meals.) Adjust the number of dispensers of rinsing agents to the highest
setting. (See the owners' guide on how to do this.) Use the auto wash option. Most short cycle options do not use the drying cycle at all. Use the disinfection option for each load. Not all models have this option. This uses a higher water temperature in the final rinse and more time. (Make sure the cycle you choose allows
you to sanitize for the job.) Use the extra dry option. Not all models have this option. Additional heat is added to the final rinse, which helps with the drying of condensation. Allow a few hours of dry time. (We run ours before bedtime.) Plan on plastic dishes so as not to dry as well as other dishes. Empty the bottom rack
first and work your way up. This will prevent excess water from the upper dishes dripping on the lower dry. Overall, we love our Bosch Ascenta dishwasher. Performing these tips suggested, there is a noticeable difference in the drying of dishes in our home. Please let us know if you have any other tips that may be
offered! Hello all-above all, I would like to thank you for making it time to see InfoCraver.com it's all about. things that we encounter in our lives every day. In doing so, we hope that you will find information on our website that will benefit and help when needed. theappliancenerd April 15, 2020 If you had a Bosch
dishwasher, or know someone who may have said or heard that he is not drying dishes properly. When many people say that the machine is not working properly, the reason usually comes down to one of two possibilities: the machine is not working properly, or the machine is not being used properly. While it is not
impossible for machines to work wrong, we always want to eliminate the human factor. And, in this case, it's almost always a human factor. American dishwashers use a heating element to blow up dishes with heat when the rinse is over. The dishes are hot, and the water radiates away like steam. European dishwashers
don't work this way. For a European dishwasher like Bosch to dry properly, there are three important things that need to be done. 1: ALWAYS use rinse relief like Finish Jet Dry or similar products. Flushing-help reduce surface water tension to ensure effective coating and reduced spotting. If your detergent has flushing
aid built into it, like finish Powerball pills or Cascade Platinum pacs, there is no need for a separate rinse aid to be used. 2: ALWAYS use the car wash cycle. This cycle is usually longer than time-based cycles that will keep dishes hotter longer. 3: ALWAYS use the sanitizing rinse option. This will spray the dishes with an
extra-hot batch of water at the end of the rinse cycle to leave the dishes as hot as possible to dry. Why should we always - ALWAYS - do such things? This deals with how these dishwashers dry dishes. The heating element is not exposed like this on an American dishwasher. Instead, the element is located below the
floor of the bathtub, where the water is heated. This means that the item cannot be used to heat dishes to dry them. So how do they dry out? Condensation. After the three ALWAYS steps follow, the bathtub will cool down in front of the contents. Water on hot dishes will radiate into colder walls where it will condense and
drain from the dishwasher. Without using all three ALWAYS steps, water won't leave dishes as easy, or they won't be hot enough to allow water to radiate from dishes. When three ALWAYS steps are made regularly, there is no problem with drying in the Bosch dishwasher. To my honor, I promise!  In extremely rare
cases you follow these basic steps, but still have problems with drying with the Bosch dishwasher, I recommend with the technician to study the dishwasher. But certainly make sure that three ALWAYS steps are done first. It's much easier to use it properly (and much cheaper) than to have someone come out to say the
same thing. Most. Comments? Let me know what you think! 1 2 Table Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 27 28 If you have BoschPlus Silence 50 dBA dishwasher installed in your home, You've probably noticed the sanitize settings and wondered how to use it. Disinfection heats
water to 155 degrees Fahrenheit (68.3 degrees Celsius), which kills about 99.9% of bacteria on dishes. This can be very helpful when you are sick. 1 Turn on the dishwasher. Usually you can do this by clicking the Turn off button... 2 Using your left and right arrows, select either Heavy Wash, Normal Wash, Auto Wash, or
Half Load cycle. It won't work with delicate and express wash cycles. This is because high bacteria killing temperatures can damage the delicacies, and it takes some time for the disinfection to complete. 3 Click Sanitize. The light of sanitize must be lit. If this does not happen, you should refer to the original device guide
for specific instructions. 4 From a nearby faucet, let the hot water run for 10 seconds. This makes the water in the dishwasher pipes already hot so that the dishwasher can start the cycle immediately. 5 Click Start. 6 Once the cycle is complete, the sanitary light should be lit. The question is: What if the light does not
light? Choose heavy Wash, Normal Wash, Auto Wash or Half Load cycle. It doesn't work with Delicate and Express Wash cycles. This is because high bacteria-killing temperatures can damage the delicacies, and it takes some time for the disinfection to complete. The question I have is the smell in the dishwasher.
Should I use a disinfection cycle every time I do a load? See Pure Stinky Dishwasher. See more answers Thank you! Thank you! Every day on wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being.
In today's public health and economic crises, where the world is changing dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in everyday life, people need wikis more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and share our trusted brand of educational content
with millions of people around the world. Please consider contributing to WikiCao today. wikiHow is a wiki similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are written by several authors. To create this article, volunteer authors worked on editing and improving it over time. This article has been viewed 41,968
times. Co-authors: 3 Updated: September 10, 2020 Views: 41,968 Categories: Dishwashers Print Send fan mail Thanks to all the authors for creating the page, which was read 41,968 times. Times. Times.
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